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Beauty Awards

The Best Beauty Innovators of 2022
Breakthrough products that are changing the beauty space. 

By Ana Escalante
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By Ana Escalante

March 29, 2022

Beauty products have been perfected down to a science over the last hundred years, and with new launches all
claiming to do something special, finding the best beauty innovators is no easy task. Of course, it isn’t
impossible, and when breakthroughs make waves offering inventive ways to make our routines substantially
easier, or change the way we approach traditional beauty practices, we have to investigate. There's hundreds, if
not thousands, of products out there claiming they disrupt the industry, but what does innovative truly mean? 

For Glamour, our 2022 beauty innovators are foward-thinking products challenging today’s tried and true
classics—from biodegradable and sustainable packaging to targeted devices that make our skin feel (and look!)
the best. Our debut class of beauty innovators are rewriting what we know about skin care, body products, and
makeup, to help set the scene for the next generation of products and treatments. Whether you’re on the hunt
for cutting-edge products that will transform your top shelf or interested in the latest technological advances
in beauty, scroll on to shop our Glamour Beauty Award-winning picks. 

Did you know you can shop right here, right now on Glamour? Hit select Buy Now buttons in this article to
start building your cart. Once you’re ready to check out, complete your purchase without ever having to
leave the article. Best part? There’s free shipping on all orders. Happy shopping!

All products featured on Glamour are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail links, we may earn an
affiliate commission.
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